TO:

Bismarck-Mandan Metropolitan Planning Organization
Policy Board

FROM:

Steve Saunders, MPO Executive Director

DATE:

April 10, 2019

RE:

Policy Board Meeting

There will be a meeting of the Bismarck-Mandan MPO Policy Board on Tuesday, April
23, 2019, at 1:30 PM. The meeting will be held in the Tom Baker Meeting Room of the
City/County Office Building at 221 N. 5th Street, Bismarck, ND. The agenda is outlined
below.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1.

AGENDA
MINUTES
Review and Possible Approval of Minutes from March 19, 2019 Meeting . . . . . . . . . . . .3

2.

ATAC INVOICE FOR 2015 TDMSE MODELING – Steve Saunders, MPO
ACTION ITEM: 2019-2020 UPWP Amendment (Exhibit A) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11

3.

TRANSIT DEVELOPMENT PLAN
Progress Report (Exhibit B) – Bill Troe, SRF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17
Draft Final Report Presentation – Bill Troe, SRF
ACTION ITEM: Transit Development Plan Draft Final Report (available on the project
website at https://www.transitplanbisman.com/ )

4.

5310 GRANT APPROVAL – ROY RICKERT, BIS-MAN TRANSIT
ACTION ITEM: 5310 GRANT APPLICATION (HAND OUT)

5.

HIGHWAY 83 ALTERNATIVES STUDY
Progress Report (Exhibit C) – Matt Pacyna, SRF. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .19

6.

METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION PLAN
Progress Report & Newsletter (Exhibit D) – Wade Kline, KLJ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21

7.

CONSOLIDATED PLANNING GRANTS (CPG) – Steve Saunders, MPO

8.

OTHER BUSINESS
INTERSECTION ANALYSIS STUDY – Rachel Drewlow, MPO

9.

ADJOURNMENT

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Next scheduled Policy Board meeting is on 05/21/2019. Please call 701 355-1848 with
questions.
Any individual requiring special accommodations to allow access or participation at the meeting
is asked to notify ADA Coordinator, Bismarck-Mandan MPO, PO Box 5503, Bismarck, ND
58506-5503 or complete and submit the Request for Reasonable Accommodations form at
http://www.bismarcknd.gov/DocumentCenter/View/23201 at least five (5) days prior to the
meeting.
PROJECTS UPDATE
Project
% Complete
Mandan Downtown Subarea Study
100
2015 TDM Review & Socio-Economic Projections
100
Highway 83 Alternatives Study
94
Regional Freight Study 2018
100
Transit Development Plan
95
Metropolitan Transportation Plan
55
Traffic Data Acquisition
100

Contracted Completion Date
3/31/2018
12/31/2018
8/31/2019
1/31/2019
4/30/2019
2/29/2020
11/30/2018

WEBSITES
Project

Website

2015-2040 Long Range Transportation Plan
U.S. Highway 83 Alternatives Study
Regional Freight Study
Transit Development Plan
Metropolitan Transportation Plan

http://www.bismarcknd.gov/DocumentCenter/View/22760
http://www.hwy83altstudy.com
http://www.bismanfreightstudy.com
https://www.transitplanbisman.com/
https://www.arrive2045.com/

BISMARCK-MANDAN METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
POLICY BOARD MEETING
MARCH 19, 2019
The Bismarck-Mandan Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) Policy Board
met on March 19, 2019, at 1:30 p.m. in the Tom Baker Meeting Room, City/County
Office Building, 221 N. 5th Street, Bismarck, ND. Chairman Gerarld Wise presided.
Members present were Gerarld Wise, Tim Helbling Steve Bakken, Andy
Zachmeier, and Kathleen Jones.
Others present were Steve Saunders, Rachel Drewlow, Joey Roberson-Kitzman,
and Kim Riepl, all with the Bismarck-Mandan MPO; Toni Haider, SEH; and Gabe
Schell, City of Bismarck Engineering. Participating by phone were Craig Vaughn and
Bill Troe of SRF, and Wade Kline, KLJ.
MINUTES
Chair Wise called for consideration of the minutes of the February 19, 2019
meeting.
MOTION: Mr. Bakken made a motion to approve the February 19, 2019 minutes. Ms.
Jones seconded the motion and with all present voting in favor, the minutes
of the February 19, 2019 meeting were approved.
INTERSECTION ANALYSIS STUDY RFP
Ms. Drewlow referred to the updated RFP (Request for Proposals), Exhibit A,
which was handed out. The Intersection Analysis Study was previously listed as two
separate efforts within the UPWP (Unified Planning Work Program). These two efforts
were: 1.) a signal warrant analysis for the cities of Bismarck and Mandan and 2.) an
uncontrolled intersection analysis for the cities of Bismarck and Mandan. Both efforts
require very similar data needs, so staff thought it would be financially beneficial to
combine them into one effort which turned into the Intersection Analysis Study.
The purpose of the study is to evaluate how well traffic flows through urbanized
intersections within the two cities. In addition to evaluating the effectiveness of traffic
control at specific intersections, the study will evaluate other types of stop control or
traffic control for those intersections. Overall, we want to determine whether the traffic
control should be up-regulated or down-regulated for those specific locations.
The two cities have selected 64 intersections to be evaluated, shown in Table 1
and Table 2 of the RFP handout. There is an option within the study for each city to have
up to 5 additional intersections evaluated based on public comment or steering committee
recommendations.
A product of this study will be a guidance document, referred to as a “playbook”,
for each of the two cities. This document will be part literature review and part best
practices discussion and will provide evaluation tools for city staff to conduct similar
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types of analysis in the future. This could be applied either to intersections that are not
part of this study or to intersections that are built in the future. This presents the
opportunity for the study to have a very long shelf life and to provide additional benefit to
the cities as they grow and find a need to adjust their traffic control.
The MPO intends to use the current 2018 traffic data collection along with data
collected by NDDOT this spring. Combining these two traffic data collection efforts will
result in the consultant having to collect data on only 10-12 of the intersections selected
for the study, thereby garnering some cost saving. With this consideration, the budget for
the study has a not to exceed amount of $245,000 which is approximately $30,000 less
than what was dedicated for the two separate studies originally outlined in the UPWP.
Ms. Drewlow provided an overview of the public engagement before moving into
the schedule outlined for the study. The submittal deadline for proposals is April 19 and
it is anticipated interviews will be held May 16, 2019. The project will begin mid- to
late-summer of 2019 and will be concluded by December 31, 2020.
Mr. Bakken noted the intersection at 19th Street and Shiloh has raised a number of
concerns. He asked if it could be added to the list of intersections to be evaluated. Ms.
Drewlow agreed to look into that possibly and further explained that each intersection
must have at least one roadway that is functionally classified. If the intersection in
question is the convergence of two local roadways, the MPO would not be able to fund
its evaluation. However, there may be opportunities to pursue its evaluation if it were
done through a separate contract with the City.
MOTION: Mr. Bakken made a motion to approve the Intersection Analysis Study as
presented. Ms. Jones seconded the motion and with Andy Zachmeier, Steve
Bakken, Kathleen Jones, Tim Helbling, and Gerarld Wise voting in favor, the
motion was approved.
HIGHWAY 83 ALTERNATIVES STUDY
Progress Report
Mr. Vaughn stated the study is nearing completion. He recalled the third public
information meeting which was held in February and had about 100 people in attendance
despite snowy weather. Comments received at the meeting have since been reviewed.
In addition to that, work has proceeded with the project management team and
ATAC (Advanced Traffic Analysis Center) on the analysis of north/south parallel
corridors to determine what potential benefits those corridors might provide as well as the
costs comparisons for each. Work was also begun on taking a high-level look at
implementation plan scenarios for future system recommendations.
Preparations are being made for a NDDOT management meeting in April. There,
the findings of the additional analysis requested by them will be presented. Following
that meeting, preparations will get underway for the fourth and final public open house
meeting, to occur in the early part of May. The study is approximately 95% complete
now and moving toward documentation.
NDDOT/MPO Contract Amendment
Mr. Saunders explained Exhibit C is an amendment to a contract between
NDDOT and the MPO for the additional work performed by SRF in 2019 for the
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Highway 83 Alternatives Study. The MPO had a previous contract with NDDOT, but
this amendment is for the extra time for the additional work and NDDOT’s 10% share of
the cost for that work in the amount of $2,661.91. MPO staff and legal counsel have
reviewed the contract amendment and are comfortable with it, and TAC recommended
approval.
MOTION: Ms. Jones made a motion to approve the contract amendment between
NDDOT and the MPO for the Highway 83 Alternatives Study as presented.
Mr. Zachmeier seconded the motion and with Tim Helbling, Steve Bakken,
Andy Zachmeier, Kathleen Jones, and Gerarld Wise voting in favor, the
motion was approved.
RECREATIONAL TRAILS PROGRAM (RTP)
Mr. Roberson-Kitzman announced the RTP application submitted by Lincoln
was for the Lincoln Road Shared Use Path West Extension. It is for a trail that runs
parallel to Lincoln Road on the north side, between Benteen Drive and 52nd Street SE. It
will connect Lincoln Elementary with the apartments located just west of 52nd Street SE
and will provide safe access for the local school children. There is a lot of community
support for the project.
The length of the proposed path is .35 mile and it will be 10-feet wide. The total
project cost is $305,100 and $200,000 in federal funding is being requested.
Mr. Wise added this path would connect the existing walking trail from Benteen
Drive to the existing apartment building at 52nd Street, creating a safe place for the
children to walk to and from school. They currently walk along the roadway and it is
very dangerous for them.
Mr. Bakken asked who would be responsible for maintenance and snow removal
for the path and Mr. Wise stated the Lincoln Park District will take care of that.
Mr. Bakken asked if this trail is part of a master plan trail system for the City of
Lincoln and Mr. Wise responded it is, and then explained the intent to eventually connect
to Highway 10.
MOTION: Mr. Helbling made a motion to approve the RTP application submitted for
the Lincoln Road Share Use Path West Extension to be forwarded to ND
Parks and Recreation. Mr. Bakken seconded the motion and with Andy
Zachmeier, Kathleen Jones, Tim Helbling, Steve Bakken, and Gerarld Wise
voting in favor, the motion was approved.
TRANSIT DEVELOPMENT PLAN (TDP)
Mr. Troe stated the draft final document for the plan had been produced and
distributed to Federal Highway, Federal Transit Administration, and the NDDOT for
review and comment. So far, comments have been received only by Federal Highway,
which was that they had no comment. The comment period to the agencies is open until
Monday (March 25) after which it will be distributed locally for comment. It is expected
the final document will be presented to the TAC and Policy Board, Mandan City
Commission, Bismarck City Commission, and the Bis-Man Transit Board for approval or
acceptance of the document in April.
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METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION PLAN (MTP)
Mr. Kline reported the update to the plan is approximately 55% complete now.
During the past 4 weeks, coordination with MPO staff for the development of the MTP
has continued and they have begun to get some of the initial model output back from the
Advanced Traffic Analysis Center (ATAC) based on the work order that was approved
last month.
A draft document on the goals and objectives and performance measures was
distributed and has come back after initial review. It is being updated and will be
prepared for committee review by early April.
The development of the Smart Cities workshop outline has also begun. This was
scoped as part of the MTP update and the logistics of the workshop are being worked out
so that more details can be shared in the next week or so.
The second public involvement meeting is anticipated to take place mid-May or at
the end of May. That will be a good opportunity for the public to view the alternatives
that have been developed. The study is on budget and on schedule.
MONITORING REPORT
Mr. Roberson-Kitzman reminded the Board that the Monitoring Report is a
document used by the MPO to track growth in the MPO area in a variety of ways. Data
from the US Census Bureau is used to illustrate recent trends and updates are based on
the availability of new information.
He indicated there have been recent updates to “Chapter 1: People” of the
Monitoring Report. The following maps were updated within the chapter:
 Map 1.2 Percent Minority Population in the MPO Area
 Map 1.3 Percent of Households in Poverty in the MPO Area
He noted the importance of these maps as they are required as part of the TIP
(Transportation Improvement Program) to demonstrate that the MPO is not adversely
affecting these populations within the MPO area with proposed projects.
He also explained Map 1.1 Concentration of “Elderly” Persons in the MPO
Area by Census Block may receive an update due to a TAC member comment. “Elderly”
has been defined as age 60 and older for the map; however, it was learned this age was
based on the age qualifier established by Bis-Man Transit for paratransit. Bis-Man
Transit has recently increased the age to 70 and older. Staff was asked to investigate the
possibility of obtaining Census data to reflect data for 70 and older for “Elderly”, to
better align with the age qualifier for paratransit use.
Historical growth rates in the MPO area have been between 1.0% and 1.5% until
recently. The growth rate increased to the 2.5% range for a few years beginning around
2012. The “Recent Trends” and “Projections” sections on pages 7 and 8 of Chapter 1
have been updated to reflect the heightened level of growth experienced. He detailed the
information represented in the charts and graphs in figures 1.9 through 1.14 and the
accompanying narrative for each in these sections.
Ms. Jones asked if the local school boards had been apprised of the school
enrollment figures for their planning efforts and Mr. Roberson-Kitzman stated the figures
were sourced from Bismarck Public Schools, Mandan Public Schools, and from the State
(ND Department of Public Instruction).
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CONSOLIDATED PLANNING GRANTS (CPG)
Mr. Saunders explained the CPG (Consolidated Planning Grant) is the allocated
funding the MPO receives for its 80% federally reimbursable expenses and federally
matched projects. (Bismarck-Mandan) MPO had historically had a surplus balance in its
CPG funding. The MPO was informed several years ago by NDDOT and Federal
Highway that it must reduce its CPG balance to better align the grant year with the
spending year, avoiding such a surplus in the CPG balance. The MPO was also informed
that if unable to achieve that goal, there would be a risk of losing the funds.
The MPO’s efforts to spend down the CPG balance have been successful, but we
are now at a point that not only is there no surplus balance, we are at risk of not having
enough CPG balance to carry us through to such time when the 2019 money becomes
available to us. It is anticipated that will occur sometime in the later second half of 2019.
Mr. Saunders referred to the CPG document that had been handed out and he
detailed the following information as it was represented:
2019 MPO Expected Expense (2019-2020 UPWP):

$676,689

MPO’s CPG balance ((Jan 1, 2019):

$231,699

Expenses remaining in 2019 after current CPG balance is extinguished:

$444,990

2014 CPG balance:
$448,000
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2020 MPO Expected Expense (2019-2020 UPWP):
$673,279
2019 expected CPG infusion:
$657,782
Cost of MPO wide Pavement Management Survey:
$112,000
Cost of Sunset Drive Study in Mandan:
$144,000
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------MPO staff recommends the following steps be taken by the MPO TAC and Policy Board:
1. Request all 2014 CPG funds from NDDOT
2. Continue plan to fund MPO-wide pavement management survey in 2020
3. Postpone Sunset Drive corridor study in 2020
Mr. Saunders disclosed much discussion had taken place at TAC the preceding
day. Of the three options presented by staff shown in the steps above, TAC approved
recommending only option 1, to request the 2014 CPG funds from NDDOT. It was a
generally agreed that proceeding with either step 2 (continue plan to fund MPO-wide
pavement management survey) or step 3 (postpone Sunset Drive corridor study in 2020)
could not be pursued until the Mandan City Commission had an opportunity to weigh in
on those two options and whether the Sunset study should be postponed in favor of
moving forward with the pavement management study
Mr. Bakken asked how far back the Sunset Drive study would pushed and Mr.
Saunders replied it is possible the study could be done as early as 2021 or 2022. That
would have to be examined in 2020 when developing the two-year budget for 2021-2022.
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Mr. Bakken inquired as to changes with regard to how the study was constructed
and also potential funding mechanisms. Mr. Saunders replied this is the best funding
mechanism for this study we are aware of now, although it is possible with time and
conditions, that could change. Also, the study is only a conceptual idea now and the RFP
has not been developed for it. When it is developed, it is possible there could be some
changes and the study could be a little more or a little less.
Mr. Helbling asked if it would be possible to rank the Sunset Drive study as the
priority for the potential list of projects (within the UPWP). He cited his previous
concerns with committing two years of funding to the Burleigh County project, thinking
at the time it was setting a dangerous precedent. He continued by saying that however,
because we did set the precedent in that case, he feels we should do the same thing in the
case of the Sunset Drive study. Mr. Saunders agreed that staff would certainly bring that
forward for consideration when it was time.
Mr. Zachmeier suggested the only decision to be made today would be the request
of the 2014 (CPG) funds and put the other two on hold for a future meeting. Mr.
Saunders agreed that would seem appropriate if all were agreeable to it.
Mr. Zachmeier questioned the need for a pavement management survey. Mr.
Saunders replied that from a jurisdictional standpoint, it gives the engineers and
technicians a report card of the actual condition of the pavement. It is surprising how
often the actual wear and tear and deterioration of pavement is much different than what
it was theoretically calculated to be. It allows the jurisdictions to keep a moving score
card of all their pavements and better plan for their improvement projects and how to
fund them.
MOTION: Mr. Bakken made a motion to request dispensation of 2014 CPG funds from
NDDOT. Mr. Helbling the motion and with Andy Zachmeier, Kathleen
Jones, Tim Helbling, Steve Bakken, and Gerarld Wise voting in favor, the
motion was approved.
2021 URBAN GRANTS
Mr. Saunders reported the City of Bismarck had been awarded the funding for
their downtown improvement project through the 2021 Urban Grants Program. He stated
Bis-Man Transit had also been awarded funding for their bus stops and bus signs project,
but they declined the award. When making application, they thought the funding was
coming from FTA (Federal Transit Administration) but it was funded through Federal
Highway. Federal Highway has a higher threshold of requirements and the project would
have cost Bis-Man Transit more money to accept the award with Federal Highway’s
conditions than to pay for the project themselves. No official word has been heard on the
City of Mandan’s project yet but there may be word next month.
OTHER BUSINESS
Public Service Announcement
Ms. Drewlow announced the MPO had recorded a new public service
announcement with Dakota Media Access and it is currently being broadcast through
their radio station, Radio Access KDAK 102.5. She shared the audio with the Policy
Board and the listening public.
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Joey Roberson-Kitzman
Mr. Roberson-Kitzman announced this would be his last Policy Board meeting
as he has accepted employment with the 2020 Census. He thanked the Policy Board for
the time he had with the MPO.
TECH MINUTE
Chair Wise asked if there were any questions on the Tech Minute information
included in the packet. There were no questions.
ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business, Chair Wise called for a motion to adjourn.
MOTION: Mr. Zachmeier made a motion to adjourn the meeting. Ms. Jones seconded
the motion and with all members voting in favor the motion was approved.
Chair Wise declared the meeting adjourned at 2:17 p.m., with the next scheduled
meeting to take place at the City/County Office Building, 221 N. 5th Street, Bismarck on
April 23, 2019 at 1:30 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
___________________
Kim Riepl
Recording Secretary
APPROVED:
___________________________
MPO Policy Board Chair
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________________
Date

___________________________________

Gerarld Wise, Bismarck-Mandan MPO Policy Board Chair

Approved:

On April 23, 2019 the Bismarck-Mandan Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) Policy Board approved the funding
transfer of the task 204 project from 2018 into year 2019 of the 2019–2020 UPWP.

In June 2017 the MPO entered an agreement with the Advanced Traffic Analysis Center (ATAC) to help the MPO with the
2015 Travel Demand Model Update. The plan was to have the work completed and a final invoiced payment of $37,939 to
ATAC by the end of 2018. The final invoice of $37,939 was recently submitted to the MPO after some delay. This
amendment would allow the MPO to pay the invoice in 2019 funds.

REGARDING: Amendment to the 2019-2020 UPWP to fund an unpaid 2018 project in 2019 of the 2019–2020 UPWP.

DATE: April 23, 2019

BISMARCK-MANDAN METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION POLICY BOARD
AMENDMENT TO THE 2019-2020 ANNUAL UNIFIED PLANNING WORK PROGRAM (UPWP)

EXHIBIT A

EXHIBIT A

PROGRESS REPORT
REPORTING PERIOD
PROJECT NAME
PREPARED BY
ROUTE/COPY TO

SRF COMMISSION NO.
PROGRESS REPORT NO.
DATE

EXHIBIT B
018-11210

11
April 5, 2019

March 1, 2019 through March 31, 2019
Bismarck-Mandan MPO Transit Development Plan Progress Report
Bill Troe
Alanna Hanson

COMPLETED ACTIVITIES PREVIOUS PERIOD (March 2019)
Tasks Initiated and/or Completed in the Period:
• Prepared preliminary ads for approval meetings in Bismarck and Mandan.
• Received and initiated document revision based on agencies comments.
• Participated in March MPO Technical Committee and Policy Board meetings.
• Coordinated with MPO and Bis-Man Transit staff regarding Transit Board meeting document update.

ONGOING ACTIVITY THIS PERIOD (April 2019)
•
•
•

Address comments received on the draft Final Report.
Prepare presentations city commissions, MPO and transit board.
Present final recommendations and document to City Commissions, Transit Board, MPO Policy Board and
MPO Technical Committee.

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED/ITEMS OF NOTE/SCHEDULE REVISIONS
•

None.

Percent Complete
•

97%
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EXHIBIT C

PROGRESS REPORT
REPORTING PERIOD
PROJECT NAME
PREPARED BY
PREPARED FOR

SRF COMMISSION NO.

10617

PROGRESS REPORT NO.
DATE

18
April 5, 2019

Period Ending March 31, 2019
US Highway 83 Alternative Study
Craig Vaughn/Matt Pacyna – SRF Consulting Group, Inc.
Steve Saunders, Bismarck-Mandan Metropolitan Planning Organization

COMPLETED ACTIVITIES PREVIOUS PERIOD (March)
•
•
•
•

Coordinated with PMT regarding outcomes of N-S analysis and benefit/cost comparison.
Coordinated with PMT regarding potential implementation plan scenarios.
Identified NDDOT Management meeting date/time to present findings of additional analysis and preliminary
implementation plan (scheduled for April 10, 2019, 10:00 a.m. at NDDOT)
Tentatively identified Public Information Meeting #4 date, time, and location (Wednesday, May 22, 2019; 6:30 to
8:00 p.m.; Century Auditorium)

ONGOING ACTIVITY THIS PERIOD (April)
•
•
•
•
•

NDDOT Management Presentation (Wednesday, April 10, 2019, 10:00 a.m. at NDDOT)
Refine evaluation and recommendations based on feedback from the NDDOT Management meeting, if necessary
Develop draft report documentation
Prepare advertisements for Public Information Meeting #4 (tentatively scheduled for Wednesday May 22, 2019; 6:30
to 8:00 p.m.; Century Auditorium)

TASK PROGRESS
TASK
Project Management
Existing Conditions Analysis
Year 2040 Conditions Analysis
Issues and Needs Summary
Alternatives Development
Alternatives Evaluation
Documentation and Implementation Plan
Public Involvement and Agency Coordination
Overall Study:

PERCENT
COMPLETE
92%
100%
100%
100%
100%
97%
85%
95%
95%

STATUS
In Progress
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
In Progress
In Progress
In Progress
In Progress

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED/ITEMS OF NOTE/SCHEDULE REVISIONS
•

None at this time

REQUIRED ACTION BY THE MPO
•

None at this time

Study Website: https://www.hwy83altstudy.com/
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EXHIBIT D

Bismarck-Mandan 2045 MTP
Status Report #12
Reporting Period: March 9, 2019 – April 5, 2019
SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES:
 Bi-weekly progress call with MPO staff;
 Coordinating with ATAC on alternatives evaluation phase.
 Finalized staff draft of Goals, Objectives and Performance Measures;
coordinating development of 2nd small group working meeting to review.
 Finalize Newsletter #2; coordinated social media and web page updates.
PROJECTED ACTIVITY NEXT PERIOD:
 Work on alternatives evaluation phase through scenario development
and alternatives development and evaluation process – full model
outputs from ATAC anticipated for early April.
 Continue working on project scoring and weighting criteria to support MTP
development;
 Initiate Development of Arrive 2045 Smart Cities Workshop
o Save the date: May 17 (location TBD)
REQUIRED ACTION BY BMMPO:
 None currently.
MILESTONE SCHEDULE/COMMENTS:
 No schedule or milestones concerns currently.

Project Management/QC/QA

1/31/2020

PERCENT
COMPLETE
60%

Steering Committee (10 Total)

10/31/2019

40%

Ongoing

Baseline Conditions

10/15/2018

100%

Complete

Public Involvement

9/30/2019

30%

Ongoing

PIM #1

10/15/2018

100%

Complete

PIM #2

6/14/2019

0%

-

PIM #3

9/30/2019

0%

-

9/30/18 &
7/30/19

40%

Ongoing

ACTIVITY

Financial Analysis

MILESTONE

ACTUAL
DATE
Ongoing

Bismarck-Mandan 2045 MTP Update
KLJ Number 18416126
Page 1 of 2

Travel Demand Modeling

7/31/2019

80%

Ongoing

Options and Alternatives

7/31/2019

40%

-

MTP Development

1/31/2020

30%

-

Draft MTP

7/31/2019

0%

-

Final MTP

1/31/2020

0%

-

Final Approvals

1/31/2020

0%

-

Overall Project Status

1/31/2020

60%

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED:
 Given delays in TDM delivery by ATAC, PIM#1 was pushed by about 4
weeks. This will cause potential adjustments in activities in 2019, potentially
pushing back PIM#2.
SUMMARY OF PROJECT DECISIONS:
 None during this reporting period
OUT OF SCOPE SERVICES:
 None during this reporting period
For more information on the Arrive 2045, go to www.arrive2045.com

Bismarck-Mandan 2045 MTP Update
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Bismarck-Mandan MPO
METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION PLAN

Issue 2 | March 2019

WHAT’S NEW WITH
ARRIVE 2045?

WHAT’S NEXT?

Arrive 2045, the Bismarck-Mandan Metropolitan
Planning Organization’s Metropolitan Transportation Plan,
establishes the long-range vision and strategy to shape the
region’s transportation future. So far we have:
			 Completed the Existing Systems Performance
			 Analysis that will lay the foundation for this
			 performance-based plan. This is posted on the
			 project website (www.Arrive2045.com) on
			 the Documents tab.
		
			 Worked with the member jurisdictions to develop
			 the expected transportation revenue through
			2045.
		
			 Completed the Futures Summit with three rounds
			 of public meetings, including meetings in Lincoln,
			 Bismarck, and Mandan.

$

			 Developed a Transportation Survey that received
			 165 responses. A summary of the survey is
			 included in this newsletter.

We have a lot of exciting information that will be coming
out over the next few months!
We will be working to understand the impacts different
roadway projects and concepts will have on traffic
operations expected through 2045. This will help identify
project concepts that are good investments for the system,
from a traffic operations viewpoint. Technically feasible
projects will be presented to the public for input and
evaluation.
Using the public input we have received, we will identify
and prioritize projects and policies for transportation
projects in the MPO area. This will be presented to the
public for input and refinement.
As we wrap this all up into the next set of reports, we will
be looking for more public engagement from
Bismarck-Mandan MPO area residents. Follow our website
(www.arrive2045.com) or our Facebook page
(@BismarckMandanMPO) for more information in late
spring/early summer 2019.

			 Conducted interviews with transportation experts
			 across the region. If you haven’t seen them, check
			 them out on our Facebook page or the project
			website.

STAY
CONNECTED

Public comments welcome!

Website

Wade Kline
728 East Beaton Drive, Suite 101
West Fargo, ND 58078

Information regarding the
Metropolitan Transportation Plan
will be housed on the project's

or to Wade.Kline@kljeng.com
with "MTP Public Input"
in the subject line

website: www.Arrive2045.com
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WHAT WE HEARD AT THE FUTURES SUMMIT
Back in October, we held three workshops in Bismarck, Mandan, and Lincoln to find out the transportation priorities of the
community. We asked about transportation goals, performance areas, and emerging issues and asked the public to identify
potential transportation network improvements including new and/or widened roads, bridges, railroad grade separations,
interchanges, multimodal improvements, and transit corridors. Here’s what we heard:
Infrastructure condition, safety, and congestion were the most important goals identified by the public. Arrive
2045 will be a performance-based transportation plan and will be built upon a range of goals established for the
transportation system.
Of the performance areas, pavement conditions were the highest priority for performance areas and future investment.
Arrive 2045 will target investments to improve the performance of the transportation system.
Of the emerging issues, preservation and management were a top focus area (19.0 percent), followed by funding
(15.9 percent), and growth and development (14.6 percent). Arrive 2045 will focus on addressing a range of issue
areas facing the area.

ARRIVE 2045 FUTURES SUMMIT INVESTMENT
PRIORITIES - TOP 3 AREAS BY IMPROVEMENT TYPE
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Thicker lines and wider circles represent greater public interest.

!

SUMMARY OF THE ARRIVE 2045 TRANSPORTATION SURVEY
The Arrive 2045 transportation survey included 34 questions, including demographic
questions. There were 165 public survey responses received. The survey was open to the
public and was also advertised through direct mailings to over 1000 area households. The
Arrive 2045 survey was a follow up to a similar effort completed in 2013 and shows changes
in trends and perceptions of residents. A full summary will be posted on the project website
later this spring, but here’s a quick summary!

PERCEPTIONS OF CURRENT
TRANSPORTATION ISSUES AND
IMPORTANCE
Respondents were most satisfied with:
• Traffic during non-peak times
• Ease of traveling between Bismarck and Lincoln
• East-West Travel Corridors
• NDDOT Operation and Maintenance of I-94
Respondents were least satisfied with:
• Traffic during peak times
• North-South travel

Respondents ranked the following as the three most
important issues facing Bismarck-Mandan MPO
transportation system:
• Managing Traffic During Peak Periods of Congestion
• Roadway Maintenance & Operations
• Improving North-South Travel Corridors
Respondents had the following assessment of
transportation conditions in the Bismarck-Mandan
MPO area:
• More than 59 percent of survey respondents felt
peak-hour congestion in the Bismarck-Mandan area
is better or about the same as cities of the same
size. Nearly 37 percent felt it was worse.
• Around 50 percent of survey respondents selected
safety (reducing fatal and serious injury crashes),
maintenance and good repair, and system integration
and connectivity as the most important goals for
future transportation improvements.
• Over 50% of respondents rated the BismarckMandan area roadways system as Good or Excellent.
Less than 10% rated the roadway system as poor.
Respondents were supportive of providing additional
funding for transportation needs, which included the
following most supported sources of funding:
• Special assessments or development fees
• Usage fees so those who use the system pay for
its improvements
• Local sales tax
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221 N 5th Street
PO Box 5503
Bismarck, ND 58506-5503
Phone: 701-355-1840
Fax: 701-222-6450
mpo@bismarcknd.gov

ARRIVE 2045 KEY THEMES
Arrive 2045 is the long-range planning document that sets forth direction and strategies to help shape the future of the
Bismarck-Mandan Metropolitan area transportation network. The public is playing a big role in the Arrive 2045 to help
prioritize future funding to fulfill the transportation needs of the area. Throughout the technical analysis and the public
engagement, the following themes emerged which will guide the upcoming alternatives development and analysis.
Infrastructure Condition & Preservation

North-South Mobility

Safety

Integration

Congestion (peaks)

Balanced Approach

Regional Priorities

New/Expansion

